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sophisticated
simplicity

venetian perfect fit®

pleated perfect fit®

roller perfect fit®

basix
pale green

no screwing
no drilling,

perfect fit® roller, pleated & venetian blinds for double 

glazed windows, doors and conservatories

Louvolite Perfect Fit® is the most attractive and 

innovative window blind available on the market today. 

It's unique because the window blind fits neatly into a 

stylish frame which moves together with the windows 

and doors when they are opened and closed, giving you 

the perfect combination of shade and ventilation.

     -  Available in a huge range of fabric colours and 

designs to match your interior design scheme

     -  No drilling or screwing into your window frames for 

a quick and clean installation

     -  Reduced gaps at the edge of the blinds increases 

your privacy

    -  Child safe because there are no loose operating 

cords or loops 

     - Leaves window sills clutter free

     - Easily removable for cleaning



stylish
& practical

perfect fit® can be fitted onto most double 
glazed windows anywhere in the home

mineral
verdigris

for every room
revolutionary design

Offices

Children’s Bedrooms

Living Rooms

Bathrooms

tuscany
white

Louvolite® Perfect Fit® is a revolutionary system that 

enables window blinds to be fitted perfectly onto 

most double glazed windows and doors, with no 

holes drilled into your uPVC frame.

The unique Perfect Fit® blind fits neatly onto the 

window and enhances your privacy because there 

are no gaps down the side of the blind. 

Whether you select a contemporary design for the 

living room, a blackout fabric for the bedroom or a 

moisture resistant print for the bathroom, our blind 

collection in combination with the Perfect Fit® system 

is the ultimate in style and safety.

perfect for

white
bali

kitchens



shadein the

shot silk
burgundy

offering practicality, flexibility, complete safety, a range of  

frame colours and fantastic fabrics to choose from 

Whether you have clean white uPVC window frames 

or a rich mahogany effect, we are sure to have a 

Perfect Fit® frame to match your window perfectly. 

We all know that as children grow their 

curiosity does too, which is why here 

at Louvolite® we make child safety a 

real priority. 

Our window blinds are always designed 

with safety in mind and Perfect Fit® blinds 

are a great option because they don't 

require pull cords or chains.

carnival
cream

practical & durable
safe & stylish
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One of the unique features of the 

Perfect Fit® frame is its thermal 

efficiency. The frame fits flush 

against your window to help 

reduce heat build up in summer 

and retain heat in winter, in turn 

keeping your cooling and heating 

bills to a minimum!

To further maximise the superb 

insulating qualities of the Perfect 

Fit® system, you can choose our 

energy efficient fabrics and save 

yourself up to 15% on your annual 

fuel bills.

Perfect Fit¨ blinds can be fitted top-bottom 

or bottom-top to give you complete shading 

and privacy flexibility.
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Potential home energy savings using
Louvolite fabrics

Fabric type

white

silver

brown

mahogany

golden
oak

match
a perfect

money
saving you

Potential home energy savings using 
Louvolite fabrics
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if  you have been inspired by any of  these 

contemporary perfect fit® blinds, then 

visit your local louvolite® retailer or head 

to our website  for further information

www.louvolite.com

perfect fit® blinds retailer...
your local louvolite® accredited


